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Abstract— The uplink data rate region for interfering1

transmissions in wireless networks has been characterised and2

proven, yet its underlying model assumes a complete temporal3

overlap. Practical unplanned networks, however, adopt packe-4

tized transmissions and eschew tight inter-network coordination,5

resulting in packet collisions that often partially overlap, but6

rarely ever completely overlap. In this work, we report a new7

design called Partial Symbol Recovery (PSR), that specifically8

targets the parts of data symbols that experience no inter-9

ference during a packet collision. PSR bootstraps a successive10

interference cancellation (SIC) like decoder from these strong11

signals, thus improving performance over techniques oblivious12

to such partial packet overlaps. We have implemented PSR on13

the WARP software-defined radio platform and in trace-based14

simulation. Our performance evaluation presents experimental15

results from this implementation operating in a 12-node software16

network testbed, spread over two rooms in a non-line-of-sight17

indoor office environment. Experimental results confirm that18

our proposal PSR decoder is capable of decoding up to 60% of19

collided frames depending on the type of data and modulation20

used. This consistently leads to throughput enhancement over21

conventional Wi-Fi under different scenarios and for the various22

data types tested, namely downlink bulk TCP, downlink video-23

on-demand, and uplink UDP.24

Index Terms— Partial symbol recovery, wireless communica-25

tions, 802.11, OFDM, collision environments, hidden terminals,26

interference cancellation.27

I. INTRODUCTION28

IN DENSELY populated urban areas, wireless networks that29

exist in unlicensed spectrum (such as 802.11) routinely30

contend with vast numbers of users operating nearby, caus-31

ing uncontrolled amounts of interference, with transmissions32
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Fig. 1. Capacity region of the two-user uplink Gaussian noise interference
channel [3].

overlapping in both time and frequency. While medium access 33

protocols can avoid some collisions, packet collisions due to 34

hidden terminal nodes and inter-network collisions are still 35

prevalent and harm throughput [1], [2]. Roughly speaking, 36

the likelihood of a bit error is positively correlated with the 37

ratio of signal power to noise plus interference power (SINR), 38

measured at the receiver. The result is that in such unplanned 39

networks, problems of interference from neighboring networks 40

combine with the problems of range and reliability these 41

networks already experience, resulting in degradation of appli- 42

cation performance. 43

From an information-theoretic standpoint, Ahlswede [4] and 44

Liao [5] have characterised the capacity region of the general 45

multiple access channel, i.e., the set of tuples (each entry in 46

the tuple containing the rate of each user) such that there 47

exists a receiver design that achieves an arbitrarily low bit 48

error rate provided that the users transmit at rates within that 49

set. Fig. 1 shows the capacity region for the two-user uplink 50

Gaussian noise channel [3]. This line of work proved that 51

in such a channel, the rate of each user cannot exceed the 52

Shannon capacity of interference-free links (leading to the 53

constraints that R1,2 < log(1 + P1,2/N0), where P1,2 are 54

the transmit powers of users one and two respectively, and 55

N0 is the Gaussian noise power) and that the total rate cannot 56

exceed the Shannon capacity of a Gaussian noise channel with 57

power equal to the sum of the two users’ powers. The receiver 58

that achieves Pareto-optimal points in the capacity region is 59

the successive interference cancellation (SIC) receiver [3], 60

which achieves point A or B in the capacity region by 61

first treating one transmission as noise while decoding the 62
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Fig. 2. PSR applies to different collision scenario: (A) is a hidden terminal scenario, which causes collisions within a network; (B, C1, C2 and D) depict
inter-network collision scenarios that occur between two existing neighbouring networks. Nodes surrounded with dashed lines experience collisions.

Fig. 3. Stations 1 and 2 transmit concurrently, leading to a collision. Different
data symbols (a)–(c) experience differing degrees of overlap.

other transmission, then re-modulating and subtracting the first63

transmission from the received signal.64

For years, work in this area took the above model—which65

treats every bit in two interfering transmissions equally—as66

the best fit to the reality of interfering data transmissions in67

wireless networks. Thus, this concept of capacity was treated68

as a given for single antenna communication, and efforts69

instead focused on other promising directions to increase70

capacity (such as the use of multiple antennas), which we71

survey in Section II.72

However, in practical unplanned wireless networks, such as73

802.11 there are many opportunities for collisions both within74

networks, as shown in Fig. 2. Our insight begins with the75

observation that in a practical unplanned wireless network76

such as 802.11, or uncoordinated mobile cellular networks,77

the interference channel model is not necessarily exhaustively78

applicable to every bit in the colliding packets, as Fig. 379

illustrates. From two colliding packet transmissions, we note80

(a) a head of some data symbols “in the clear” of the colli-81

sion, (b) two partially-overlapping symbols of each colliding82

packet, and finally (c) the remainder of the wholly-overlapping83

symbols in the body of the packet overlap. Crucially, out of84

these three regions of packet data involved in the collision,85

only region (c) and the collided part of region (b) are subject86

to the Ahlswede-Liao multi-user capacity region. Therefore,87

there is an opportunity to tailor a receiver to operate beyond88

the rate region by utilising the collision-free part of region (b)89

to fully recover region (b), then exploiting that to decode and90

recover region (c). Achieving this, however, requires that two91

challenges be overcome:92

1) First, for the symbols in region (b) that are partially93

overlapped by interference, a decode attempt on just the94

interference-free part of these symbols results in inter-95

ference across different orthogonal frequency division96

multiplexing (OFDM) subcarriers in frequency. While the97

Sphere decoder [6], [7] can take this interference into 98

account, however, its computational complexity increases 99

exponentially with the number of subcarriers and so 100

to make partial symbol recovery practical, we need to 101

develop a computationally-efficient receiver whose per- 102

formance approaches that of the Sphere decoder. 103

2) Second, channel coding is employed with the symbol- 104

by-symbol modulation shown in Fig. 3, and this channel 105

coding spreads information across the symbols in time, 106

blurring the boundaries between the three regions noted 107

above. Thus any receiver that leverages our observation 108

for increased capacity must be co-designed with the 109

channel coding in use. 110

This paper presents a new technique termed Partial Symbol 111

Recovery (PSR), a physical- and data link-layer wireless 112

receiver design that explicitly treats non- and partially-overlap- 113

ping OFDM symbols differently from completely-overlapping 114

OFDM symbols involved in a collision. The PSR algorithm 115

first decodes the non-overlapping part of one user’s over- 116

lapping OFDM symbol sent from one of the users, using 117

a novel interference modeling step that models and cancels 118

the intercarrier interference that results from truncation of 119

the OFDM symbol in time. Our design also applies the 120

Sphere decoder to small blocks of OFDM subcarriers in 121

order to precisely cancel this intercarrier interference, while 122

relying on linear methods to cancel interference across blocks, 123

thus bounding the computational complexity entailed by the 124

Sphere decoder. Furthermore, our design jointly integrates 125

the functions of intercarrier interference cancellation, channel 126

equalisation, carrier frequency offset (CFO) and phase offset 127

compensation, and inter-symbol interference (ISI) mitigation, 128

co-designing this functionality with the remainder of the 129

system. This functionality comprises the inner-loop decoder, 130

which is described fully in Section III-B.1. 131

After using the inner-loop decoder to make an estimate of 132

the interference-free portion of an OFDM symbol, PSR re- 133

modulates the resulting bits to a full-length OFDM symbol 134

and cancels the other user’s interference from the originally 135

received signal, allowing it to make a decoding attempt on 136

a complete interference-free symbol, provided the partially- 137

received symbol was decoded correctly: this allows for a win- 138

dow of two symbols to be decoded jointly, and another symbol 139

from the first user to be rendered interference-free. This 140

process continues, expanding the window until the number 141
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of bit errors falls to an error floor (determined by power and142

noise levels, and modulation/coding rates) that are determined143

empirically. The window then slides along the entire length of144

the collision, comprising the outer-loop decoder of the PSR145

decoding algorithm.146

Our PSR performance results, presented in Section V, reveal147

and confirm the following findings:148

• Two-user rate region: PSR operates with a larger149

two-user rate region compared to the one achieved using150

the SIC decoder;151

• Decoding capability: experimentally proved that PSR152

decoder is capable of decoding on average 59% and153

25% of collided frames, for BPSK and QPSK modulation154

formats, respectively;155

• Throughput performance: results confirm an average156

throughput improvement over 802.11n of 10–21% for157

downlink bulk TCP, depending on modulation used;158

• Retransmission performance: PSR reduces the average159

rate of retransmissions by 63–81%, 57–81% and 28–49%160

in the above scenarios, respectively.161

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. We outline162

related work in Section II, placing our contributions in further163

context of the many ideas for coping with interference in164

wireless networks. We detail the design of the PSR link and165

physical layers in Section III. Our testbed implementation is166

given in Section IV. PSR system performance is extensively167

evaluated in Section V. At last, the conclusion is given in168

Section VI.169

II. RELATED WORK170

Faster than Nyquist (FTN) Modulation Most data transmis-171

sion is linear: the result of summing a sequence of pulses.172

These pulses are almost always orthogonal (i.e., invisible) to173

each other, meaning that if the current symbol is viewed at a174

symbol duration later in time, it is zero—this is the Nyquist175

criterion [8]. If the criterion is not met, the pulses interfere,176

but in 1975 Mazo showed that for a simple linear modulation177

the data pulses could in fact be compressed in time by a178

multiplicative factor of 0.802 [9], a speedup of approximately179

25%, without a loss in performance. Follow-on work has180

generalised this concept to OFDM modulation, compressing181

the OFDM signal in frequency [10], [11] and both time and182

frequency [12]. Partial symbol recovery’s inner-loop decoder183

can be viewed as a type of FTN modulation that differs from184

previous work because of its time truncation. Partial Symbol185

Recovery leverages a refined version of the truncated-OFDM186

(T-OFDM) decoder [13] for its inner-loop decoder, but builds187

atop T-OFDM to develop the outer decoder in its entirety.188

Massive MIMO Base Stations [14], [15] leverage large189

numbers of antennas to increase spectral efficiency. In multi-190

user communication networks, a coordination scheme utilising191

machine learning is applied to minimize the collisions [16].192

Interference alignment [17] (IA) techniques use multiple193

antennas to align different interfering transmissions, and have194

been realised in both wireless LAN [18] and cellular [19]195

settings. A practical three-stage hybrid analog-digital pre-196

coding architecture, occupying fewer RF chains, is proposed197

aiming for a nonorthogonal Internet of Things (IoT) signal 198

in low-cost multiuser MIMO systems [20]. For the physical 199

layer cross-technology communication (CTC), the work of 200

ZigFi [21] leverages the channel state information of the 201

received frames to enable WiFi receivers to decode data from 202

ZigBee senders. 203

Bit Rate Adaptation based on acknowledgements [22] and 204

SINR [23] and rateless codes [24], [25] attempts to maximise 205

utilisation of individual links, but still does not exploit the par- 206

tial overlap concept. Other influential link-centric approaches 207

include full-duplex wireless links [26], [27], which are also 208

independent of PSR contribution. 209

A prior work on exploiting packet overlaps in partial packet 210

recovery (PPR) [2], aims to recover the collision-free part of 211

colliding packets but does not attempt to recover their colliding 212

parts, hence it requires retransmission and suffers reduced 213

throughput. Other work for decoding collisions from hidden 214

terminal nodes, termed Zigzag Decoding [1], requires two 215

successive collisions of the same packets. In contrast, partial 216

symbol recovery is the first work we are aware of, besides 217

the classical SIC algorithm (against which we benchmark in 218

Section V), that recovers full packets from a single collision 219

and requires no retransmission to operate. 220

III. DESIGN 221

PSR is implemented jointly in the physical and data link lay- 222

ers. In this section, the mathematical derivation for decoding a 223

partial overlapped symbol is given in Section III-A; the physi- 224

cal layer (L1) design of PSR is discussed in Section III-B; the 225

data link layer (L2) design is described in Section III-C, and 226

Section III-D addresses experimental design considerations for 227

different parameters. 228

A. Mathematical Representation 229

1) At the Transmitter: The 802.11a,g signals consist of a 230

stream of OFDM symbols, where each symbol has Q = 231

64 carriers, each of which carries N = 48 complex data 232

symbols, 4 pilot subcarriers and the rest are padded zeros. 233

Hence, the symbols before the modulation process (i.e. before 234

the complex symbols are fed to the input of the IDFT process) 235

are given by d = [d1, . . . , dQ]T ∈ CQ×1. The discrete OFDM 236

symbol is given in matrix form as: 237

x = Φd (1) 238

where x ∈ CQ×1 is a vector of time samples representing one 239

OFDM symbol; Φ ∈ CQ×Q is the sampled IDFT matrix and 240

d ∈ CQ×1 is the vector of input data symbols. 241

Using the conventional CP technique, the last μ ∈ N 242

samples of a symbol, forming the CP part xcp ∈ Cμ×1, are 243

added to the beginning of each transmitted symbol giving: 244

s =
[
xcp

x

]
V ×1

(2) 245

where s ∈ CV ×1 is the CP-OFDM symbol, where V = Q+μ. 246

A stream of OFDM symbols for user 1 are given by suser1. 247
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Fig. 4. A partial and full symbol in received colliding frames. The
partial symbol, r1p , consists of a CP and a part of a symbol. Symbols
r0, r1, r3 belong to user 1 and the symbols r2, r4 belong to user 2. Each
CP is contaminated with ISI.

2) At the Receiver: The signal is transmitted through a248

wireless frequency selective channel with channel impulse249

response (CIR) h = [h0, h1, . . . , hμ] ∈ C(μ+1)×1. The250

mathematical representation of the received user 1 signal after251

traversing a multipath channel is given in a linear convolution252

process of the signal with the CIR as:253

rx−signal =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

...
y−1isi + y0cp

y0

y0isi + y1cp

y1 =
[
y1p

y1r

]
y1isi + yxcp

...

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

= h ∗ suser1 (3)254

where the components appear in the column are: the first line255

y−1isi + y0cp ∈ Cμ×1 is the CP part of symbol s0 that is256

affected by the inter-symbol interference (ISI) components257

stemming from the previous symbol; y0 ∈ CQ×1 is the258

received symbol s0 after traversing the channel and the rest259

of the lines are for the next symbols. The symbol y1 is the260

symbol that encounter interference from the other user (i.e.261

user 2) in its second part (y1r ) and hence it is depicted as two262

parts collision-free part (y1p ∈ C(γQ−μ)×1) and interfered part263

(y1r ∈ C
(V −γQ)×1).264

3) Utilising the CP Part: Out of the received signal given265

in (3), the decoder will act on the following parts of symbol 1,266

r1p ∈ CγQ×1 where γ ≤ 1:267

r1p =
[[

y0isi + y1cp

]
μ×1

y1p

]
γQ×1

(4)268

where each collision-free partial symbol consists of a CP part269

and a fractional part of the OFDM symbol, which are the270

first and second lines in equation (4), respectively, this is271

depicted in Fig. 4. As the rest of the symbol is overlapped272

by the other user, then we use the CP in the decoding process273

to compensate for the portion lost due to the collision. This274

results in increase in the number of time samples in the275

partial symbol by the number of samples in the CP, and an276

increase in the energy contained in the partial symbol, thus277

resulting in reduced error rate. However, the CP part y1cp278

is distorted with ISI from the previous symbol y0isi , hence,279

we estimate the ISI and subtract it from the partial symbol.280

This is achieved by convolving the channel impulse response281

(CIR, h ∈ C(μ+1)×1), with the estimated preceding symbol,282

ŝ0, as: 283

h ∗ x̂0 =

{
ŷ0, 0 ≤ k ≤ Q − 1
ŷ0isi , Q ≤ k ≤ Q + μ − 1

(5) 284

where (∗) is the convolution process. The output of the 285

convolution comprises of ŷ0 ∈ CQ×1 and ŷ0isi ∈ Cμ×1, 286

which are the preceding symbol after traversing the multi- 287

path channel, and the ISI component, respectively, as shown 288

in Fig. 4. The interference-free CP may then be obtained by 289

subtraction of the ISI (ŷ0isi) from the partial symbol, r1p , and 290

the resulting symbol is given by: 291

r̃1p = r1p −
[

ŷ0isi

0(γV −μ)×1

]
γQ×1

=
[
ỹ1cp

y1p

]
γQ×1

(6) 292

Next, we extend the partial symbol with zeros to length Q 293

then we copy the first μ samples (i.e. the CP part, ỹ1cp ) to the 294

end of the zero-padded symbol. The signal can be represented 295

by the channel matrix and the input signal as: 296⎡
⎢⎢⎣

ỹ1cp

y1p

0(Q−γQ)×1

ỹ1cp

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎣Ha 0 0

0 0 0
0 0 Hb

⎤
⎦

V ×V

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

x1cp

x1p

0(Q−γQ)×1

x1cp

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

V ×1

(7) 297

where 0 are matrices of zeros and the matrices Ha ∈ C
γQ×γQ

298

and Hb ∈ Cμ×μ are given as: 299

Ha =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

h0

...
. . .

hμ
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .

hμ . . . h0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

γQ×γQ

(8) 300

Hb =

⎡
⎢⎣

h0

...
. . .

hμ−1 . . . h0

⎤
⎥⎦

μ×μ

(9) 301

where the empty space in the above matrix is for zero values. 302

After that, we remove the CP from the beginning of the 303

symbol. Then, the matrix representation of the partial symbol 304

is restructured so that the inter-samples components coming 305

from the CP part are considered. Nevertheless, the channel 306

matrix representation in the following equation is equivalent 307

to that in (7). The partial symbol is represented by: 308

r̄1p =

⎡
⎣y1p

0
ỹ1cp

⎤
⎦

Q×1

=

⎡
⎣Hb 0 Hc

0 0 0
0 0 Hb

⎤
⎦

Q×Q

⎡
⎣x1p

0
x1cp

⎤
⎦

Q×1

(10) 309

where 0 are matrices of zeros and Hc ∈ Cμ×μ is given by: 310

Hc =

⎡
⎢⎣

hμ . . . h1

. . .
...

hμ

⎤
⎥⎦

μ×μ

(11) 311

From equation (10), we can observe two things: (i) the 312

channel matrix is not a circulant matrix as it has missing 313

elements in the middle of the channel matrix; and (ii) there 314

is still missing samples in the partial symbol, which causes 315
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Fig. 5. A truncated partial symbol lacks certain multi-path components. The
triangle depicts these estimated, missing multi-path components.

inter-carrier interference (ICI). Therefore, in the next steps316

we will show how to perform channel equalisation, find the317

ICI (covariance) matrix and how to decode the partial symbol318

using the covariance matrix.319

4) Channel Equalisation: As mentioned earlier that the320

channel matrix is not circulant due to the missing multipath321

components in the partial symbol. To illustrate, we compare322

in Fig. 5 a received partial symbol with what such symbol323

would “hypothetically” be after traversing a multi-path wire-324

less channel. The missing multi-path components, in received325

partial symbols, result in increased signal distortion level and326

consequently inaccurate one-tap equalisation process. There-327

fore, we derive the formula for the distortion coming from328

the missing multipath components so we can remove it in the329

decoder. Thus, we decompose the channel matrix in (10) into330

two matrices, one is the circulant matrix and the other is the331

missing elements matrix. Equation (10) will be re-written as:332

r̄1p = H

⎡
⎣x1p

0
x1cp

⎤
⎦

Q×1

− H1

⎡
⎣x1p

0
x1cp

⎤
⎦

Q×1

(12)333

where H ∈ C
Q×Q is the circulant channel matrix while334

H1 ∈ CQ×Q is the missing element channel matrix, which335

are the missing elements in equation (10). The second term336

(rdist) in the above equation is the distortion coming from337

the missing channel matrix elements (missing multipath com-338

ponents), hence this part should be estimated and subtracted339

from the partial symbol. Given that the symbol is not known340

at the receiver therefore the decoder is an iterative decoder,341

where in the first iteration the symbol will be estimated then342

used to generate the missing multipath components from the343

partial symbol during the next iterations. Thus, equation (12)344

after removing the distortion can be represented by:345

˜̄r1p = r̄1p + Ĥ1

⎡
⎣ x̂1p

0
x̂1cp

⎤
⎦

Q×1

= H

⎡
⎣x1p

0
x1cp

⎤
⎦

Q×1

(13)346

for the purpose of simplified mathematical representation we347

donnot show the impairments due to symbol estimation and348

hence the estimated symbol is supposed equal to the actual349

transmitted symbol (i.e. x̂1p = x1p and x̂1cp = x1cp ).350

In addition, from [28] the eigenvalue decompostion of the351

circulant matrix can be given by H = MΛMH , where Λ =352

diag{λ0, . . . , λQ−1} ∈ CQ×Q and λi is the ith eigenvalue of353

H, while M and MH ∈ CQ×Q are unitary matrices, where354

MH has rows that are the eigenvectors of H and [.]H denotes355

the conjugate transpose operation. Furthermore, from [28], it is356

shown that MH is a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) matrix357

(i.e. MH = ΦH and M = Φ). Therefore, the partial symbol358

˜̄rp after being passed to the DFT process is given by: 359

r̄1p−dft
= ΦH˜̄r1p = ΦHH

⎡
⎣x1p

0
x1cp

⎤
⎦ = ΦHMΛMH

⎡
⎣x1p

0
x1cp

⎤
⎦ 360

= ΦHΦΛΦH

⎡
⎣x1p

0
x1cp

⎤
⎦ = ΛΦH

⎡
⎣x1p

0
x1cp

⎤
⎦ 361

= ΛΓd = λ � d̃ (14) 362

where Λ is a diagonal matrix, whose diaognal elements are 363

the subchannels gain of all subcarriers λ ∈ CQ×1, d̃ = Γd is 364

the demodulated partial symbol when no multipath or noise 365

channel present, Γ is the covariance matrix which is derived 366

in the next section, and the notation (�) is the element-wise 367

multiplication. 368

5) Inter-Carrier Interference: From equation (14), the 369

transmitted time samples that correspond to the received partial 370

symbol can be written as: 371⎡
⎣x1p

0
x1cp

⎤
⎦ =

⎡
⎣x1p

x1r

x1cp

⎤
⎦ −

⎡
⎣ 0
x1r

0

⎤
⎦ = x −

⎡
⎣ 0
x1r

0

⎤
⎦ = Φd − Φpd 372

(15) 373

where the second term (Φpd) is the missing part of OFDM 374

symbol at the receiver and hence Φp is given by: 375

Φp(k,n) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

Φ(k,n), γQ − μ ≤ k < Q − μ

0, 0 ≤ k < γQ− μ

and Q − μ ≤ k < Q

(16) 376

where 0 ≤ n < Q − 1. 377

The partial symbol after the DFT process is given by: 378

ΦH

⎡
⎣x1p

0
x1cp

⎤
⎦ = ΦHΦd− ΦHΦpd = (I − Ψ)d = Γd (17) 379

where I ∈ ZQ×Q is the identity matrix and Ψ ∈ CQ×Q is the 380

ICI matrix, which can be found as: 381

Ψ(l,n) = ΦH
(l,m)Φp(m,n) =

1
Q

Q−1∑
m=0

e(
−j2πlm

Q )e(
j2πmn

Q )
382

=
1
Q

Q−Q/4−1∑
m=γQ−Q/4

e(
−j2πlm

Q )e(
j2πmn

Q )
383

=
1
Q

Q−1∑
v=ΨQ

e(
−j2πl(v+Q/4)

Q )e(
j2π(v+Q/4)n

Q )
384

=
e(−jπ(l−n))

Q

Q−1∑
v=γQ

e(
−j2π(l−n)

Q ) (18) 385

=

{
1 − γ, l = n
e(−jπ(l−n))

Q

∑Q−1
v=γQ e(

−j2π(l−n)
Q ), l �= n

386

where, the size of CP part in IEEE 802.11 systems is equal 387

to the quarter of the symbol length, hence μ = Q/4, thus in 388
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6 IEEE/ACM TRANSACTIONS ON NETWORKING

Fig. 6. Heatmap of the covariance matrix that depicts the interfer-
ence between neighbouring subcarriers. (A) is for orthogonal symbols;
(B) and (C) are for partial symbols with γ = 0.75 and 0.5, respectively.
The normalised amplitude indicates the interference coefficient amplitude
normalised to the subcarriers represented in the main diagonal.

the above equation it is used Q/4. Next, the covariance matrix389

(Γ = I− Ψ) is given by:390

Γ(l,n) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

γ, l = n

−e(−jπ(l−n))

Q

∑Q−1
v=γQ e(

−j2π(l−n)
Q ), l �= n

(19)391

To visualise the effect of interference, resulting from the392

truncation in time, on a received partial symbol, Fig. 6 (A)393

shows that all the subcarrierrs are orthogonal with no inter-394

ference while (B) and (C) in the same figure show that the395

interference caused on a specific subcarrier (represented on396

the main diagonal) arises from the neighbouring subcarriers397

(on the secondary diagonals) when γ is smaller than 1.398

6) Partial Symbol Detection With Sphere Decoder: In order399

to recover the bits of a partial symbol, the covariance matrix,400

Γ, is used in a Sphere decoder, to retrieve the data of a partial401

symbol. The Sphere decoder mathematical representation is402

given as:403

d̂sd = arg min
d∈MQ,‖ỹ−Γd‖2≤g

‖ ỹ − Γd ‖2 (20)404

where d̂sd ∈ CQ×1 is the estimated data bits vector in the405

partial symbol, MN is the number of all possible signal com-406

binations in a symbol, M is the cardinality of the constellation407

diagram, Q is the number of subcarriers and g is the radius of408

the hypersphere search area that is centred at ỹ ∈ C
Q×1, which409

is the demodulated partial symbol after equalisation and phase410

compensation, d ∈ CQ×1 is the complex input data vector that411

has the highest probability of being transmitted. The solution412

is found by finding the minimum Euclidean distance from all413

the possible vector combinations which take place inside the414

multi-dimensional hypersphere search area. This results in data415

recovery of the partial symbol.416

B. Physical Layer Design417

PSR uses the 802.11a standard for preamble and data418

generation in the physical frame, but with a receiver modified419

with added PSR decoder and a triggering mechanism. The420

PSR decoder is a nested-loop decoder, consisting of (i) an421

inner-loop decoder and (ii) an outer-loop decoder. The inner-422

loop decoder is designed to recover a single symbol partially423

corrupted by interference, by applying a specialised decoder424

optimised to act on the collision-free part of the single symbol425

(see (b) in Fig. 3); this will be explained in Section III-B.1. 426

The outer-loop decoder recovers the rest of a user’s symbols 427

following a specially designed interference cancellation tech- 428

nique as in Section III-B.2. 429

1) Inner-Loop Decoder: The CP part of the received partial 430

symbol is cleaned from the ISI components coming from 431

the previous symbol. This is explained using mathematical 432

representations in section III-A.3 and shown in Fig. 7 part (a). 433

Then, the partial symbol, including the ISI-free CP part, 434

is passed to the next decoding stage to recover its data. The 435

decoding stage is implemented using an iterative receiver that 436

jointly equalises channel effects and phase offset, and cancels 437

interference in every iteration, as shown in Fig. 7 parts (b–f). 438

a) The flow of an inner-loop decoding iteration: The flow 439

of the decoding process, for a single partial symbol, in the 440

first iteration of the joint iterative decoder, is the following: 441

(i) as there is no information of the estimated multi-path 442

components, the symbol is directly passed to the channel 443

equalisation and phase compensation processes (shown in 444

Fig. 7 part (b)), (ii) as there is no information to estimate 445

the subcarrier interference, the equalised partial symbol is 446

passed to a set of Sphere decoder to recover its data bits, 447

where these bits are de-interleaved and decoded to recover the 448

original transmitted bits before channel encoding, b̂, as shown 449

in Fig. 7 part (c), (iii) these bits, b̂, are encoded, interleaved 450

and mapped to reconstruct a full symbol, then the latter is 451

used to estimate the subcarrier interference, which is used in 452

the next iteration (steps ii and iii are further detailed in the 453

next paragraph), and (iv) the full symbols is also used to 454

estimate the missing multi-path components, which is used in 455

the next iteration. The processes in step (iv) are represented 456

mathematically in section III-A.4 and depicted in Fig. 7 457

part (e). After that, for iteration > 1, the differences between 458

the first iteration and the rest of the iterations are: (i) the 459

missing multi-path components are known and hence they are 460

added to the partial symbol before the channel equalisation, 461

as given in equation (13) and shown in Fig. 7 part (f), and 462

(ii) the subcarrier interference is also known and hence it 463

is subtracted from the equalised partial symbol, as explained 464

in the next paragraph and depicted in Fig. 7 part (d), before 465

being passed to the data bits recovery stage, as shown in Fig. 7 466

part (c). Repetition of these joint processes in each iteration 467

leads to the enhancement of the error rate performance of the 468

decoding process. 469

b) Partial symbol detection mechanism and discussion: 470

In Section (III-A.6) we provide the details of how to use the 471

covariance matrix with the sphere decoder to recover the data 472

bits from the partial symbol. We note, however, that using a 473

single Sphere decoder, to recover the data in all subcarriers, 474

leads to high computational complexity, hence we adapt the 475

method of [11], in which the subcarriers are divided into 476

sets of blocks, each is operated on by a smaller, hence more 477

computationally efficient, Sphere decoder. For 802.11a signals, 478

there is a natural division into such blocks (of subcarriers) and 479

separation of these (5 blocks) by the four pilot tones, which 480

are placed between the data subcarriers. 481

The iterative mechanism Due to using a set of Sphere 482

decoders, the interference among subcarriers, in the partial 483
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OZAN et al.: PARTIAL OFDM SYMBOL RECOVERY TO IMPROVE INTERFERING WIRELESS NETWORKS OPERATION 7

Fig. 7. The proposed Inner-Loop Decoder eliminates ISI and uses information in the CP then equalises and corrects phase; recovers the bits from partial
symbols; re-encodes the symbols to estimate and subtract the interference of the original signal before passing the result to the next iteration.

symbol, can be identified and modelled as two types of484

interference. In our design, the two interference types have485

to be cancelled iteratively. The two interference types are:486

(i) interference within a block of subcarriers (intra-block487

interference or inter-carrier interference), reduced with the488

first iteration and reduced further with each odd iteration and489

(ii) interference between subcarriers of adjacent blocks (inter-490

block interference) which is eliminated iteratively starting with491

the second iteration and then on every even iteration.492

The odd indices iterations In order to recover the data in493

each block of subcarriers, we calculate and use the covariance494

matrix of each block (i.e. apply Γ with indicies of that block),495

in a small-size Sphere decoder set following equation (20).496

The mathematical derivation of the covariance matrix (Γ) is497

given in section III-A.5. The output of the small-size Sphere498

decoder set (b̂sdp) is de-interleaved and decoded using soft-499

output BCJR decoder (see part (c) in Fig. 7). Next, the soft-bits500

(b̂) are encoded using soft-encoder where its output bits are501

interleaved and mapped (d̃). Then, the interference in each502

block (d̃ici) is estimated and then cancelled, as in part (d) in503

Fig. 7. After that, the interference components are subtracted504

from the equalised partial symbol (yeq) before the symbol505

being passed to the next iteration, as in part (d) in Fig. 7.506

The even indices iterations After cancelling the interference507

within the blocks in the odd indices iterations, here in the508

even indices iterations, the decoder cancels the inter-block509

interference among the subcarrier blocks. To achieve this, the510

received signal from the previous iteration is fed to a soft-511

output demapper, which gives LLR values of the received512

symbols (b̂de). Then, the output is de-interleaved and decoded513

using soft-output BCJR to get soft-bits, b̂, as in part (c) in514

Fig. 7. After that, the inter-block interference (d̃ibi) is esti-515

mated and subtracted before the symbol is being passed to the516

next iteration. Repetition of these processes results in decoding517

efficiency enhancement.518

2) Outer-Loop Decoder: While the inner-loop decoder519

recovers the data transmitted in a symbol partially corrupted by520

collisions, the outer-loop decoder uses the information of one521

symbol to help detect other symbols in a predefined length 522

of symbols, for example in a frame. Fig. 8 illustrates the 523

operation of the outer-loop decoder. Starting with the received 524

(Rx) signal, which comprises two overlapped signals of the 525

two users; each one of these is composed of a set of OFDM 526

symbols, represented by the numbered symbols in the figure, 527

where those with odd indices belong to user 1. For user 1, the 528

(r1p) is the collision-free partial symbol, while the rest of the 529

symbols (of both users) are all corrupted by interference from 530

user 2. After the inner-loop decoder successfully recovers the 531

data bits of r1p, the outer-loop decoder reconstructs symbol 1 532

(r1). Then, the outer-loop decoder acts on r1 and the rest of the 533

symbols, so that all symbols with interference are recovered. 534

The outer-loop decoding operation is set in different stages 535

and starts with a decoding window of a length equal to one 536

symbol as shown in Fig. 8 in stage #I. After this initial 537

stage, the decoding window size is increased linearly with the 538

number of stages, until it reaches the size of G symbols, which 539

is the maximum number of symbols that can be detected for 540

a given user in a single outer-loop decoding process. For this 541

work, the value of G was selected empirically following an 542

extensive number of experiments (Section V-C). The outer- 543

loop decoding operates a sliding window algorithm, where in 544

each window data recovery is operated to recover data only 545

of that particular window’s first symbol of each user. After 546

that, the two users’ two recovered symbols are used to cancel 547

interference by subtracting them from the received overlapped 548

signal and the result is passed to the next decoding window. 549

This is elaborated by considering the set of stages below. 550

a) Initial stage of decoding; stage #I: Here, the outer- 551

loop decoder uses the inner-loop decoder (described in 552

Section III-B.1) to decode the partial symbol, r1p, and recover 553

its data bits. After that, the outer-loop decoding uses the 554

recovered data bits of r1p to reconstruct the full symbol r1 in 555

the time domain. The symbols reconstruction process includes 556

passing the recovered bits into a convolutional encoder, 557

an interleaver, a mapper and finally an OFDM modulator, 558

giving the reconstructed r1, which is passed to the next stage. 559
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8 IEEE/ACM TRANSACTIONS ON NETWORKING

Fig. 8. The outer-loop decoding algorithm recovers the received (Rx) signal, which comprises the overlapped user 1 and 2 signals. The algorithm uses
the inner-loop decoder to recover the data in the collision-free portion of symbol 1 (r1p) in the first stage #I. In the backward stage, the reconstructed
symbol 1 (r1) is subtracted from the Rx signal to obtain partial symbol 2 (r2p) (stage #IIa), which is reconstructed to symbol 2 (r2). The r2 is subtracted
from the Rx signal to obtain symbol 1 (r1) as an interference-free symbol (stage #IIb), which is sent back to stage #IIa and repeat #IIa and #IIb to
enhance the interference cancellation. In the coding gain stages, the partial symbol 3 (r3p) is extracted (stage #IIIa), then r1 and r3p are decoded together
to increase the coding gain. After that, the reconstructed symbols 1 and 3 are subtracted from the Rx to yield r2 as if it was received with no interference
(stage #IIIb), which is sent back to stage #IIIa and repeat #IIIa and #IIIb to enhance the interference cancellation. Then, the algorithm increases
the decoding window size in every additional stage up to stage G in this example, where decisions on symbol 1 and 2 are made. After that, the decoding
algorithm starts a fresh decoding window from symbol 3.

b) Backward stage of decoding; stage #IIa,b: The560

decoding window size is set to two symbols, these are the561

reconstructed r1 and user 2’s first partial symbol 2 (r2p). This562

stage is divided into five steps: (i) basic interference cancel-563

lation by subtracting the reconstructed r1 from the received564

signal (Rx) to obtain an interference-free r2p, as shown565

in stage #IIa in Fig. 8; (ii) in a manner similar to that566

of the initial decoding stage, the r2p is decoded using the567

inner-loop decoding to recover its data bits, then the outer-568

loop decoding reconstructs the full symbol 2 (r2); (iii) next,569

r2 is subtracted from the received signal to get r1 with the570

effect of user 2 interference removed, as shown in stage #IIb571

in Fig. 8; (iv) then r1 is fully decoded to recover its data572

and then reconstructed to yield a received r1, as if there573

were no interference from user 2; finally, (v) the outer-loop 574

repeats the first and second steps to reconstruct an enhanced 575

interference-free version of r2 to be passed, together with r1 576

to the next stage. 577

The reason for stage #II is that the inner-loop decoder 578

results in higher error rates relative to those of a conventional 579

OFDM decoder, because partial symbols contain fewer signal 580

samples, which means each symbol has lower energy content 581

than the full symbol. Therefore, stage #II cancels the mutual 582

interference effects of the two users to obtain interference- 583

free r1 and r2, to yield better error rate performance for both 584

users. 585

It should be noted that the partial symbol length of the two 586

users is most likely to be unequal but the sum of the period 587
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Fig. 9. Schematic chart of Partial Symbol Recovery system. The solid-black
lines depict the existing 802.11 receivers, while the dot-red lines represent the
additional PSR functions in each layer.

of two colliding partial symbols is equal to the duration of a588

full symbol.589

c) Middle (coding gain) stages of decoding: In the same590

way as the backward stage, the decoding window increases591

its size by one symbol for every additional stage until the592

stage preceding the hard decision, in which, all the symbols593

in the decoding window are full symbols except for the last594

symbol. For instance, when the decoding window size is595

equal to six symbols, there will be five full symbols and596

one partial symbol. Through these stages, the symbols of597

each user go through the appropriate convolutional decoder,598

to improve the coding gain towards the optimum gain of the599

used convolutional code.600

d) Hard decision on symbol 1: The outer-loop decoder601

gives the first output, which is the recovered data bits of r1.602

e) Final stage of decoding: The outer-loop decoding603

produces the second output that is the recovered bits of r2.604

f) Reset the decoding window: Recovered r1 and r2 are605

reconstructed and subtracted completely from the overlapped606

received signal before being passed to the next decoding607

window, also of size G. The above processes are repeated608

again but now starting with a fresh decoding window, of size609

equal to one, to decode partial symbol 3 (r3p) and ending with610

a decoding of full symbols 3 and 4 (r3 and r4, respectively).611

This carries on to the end of the frame, making hard decision612

on two symbols only per decoding window.613

C. Link Layer Design614

In the current 802.11 receivers, the receiving station trans-615

mits an acknowledgement (ACK) after a data frame is suc-616

cessfully decoded and passes the cyclic redundancy check617

(CRC), as shown in Fig. 9. Otherwise, the received frame is618

dropped and no ACK is sent. The solid-black lines of Fig. 9 619

depict this process, in the existing 802.11 receivers. On the 620

other hand, our design modifies the data link layer by adding 621

a new acknowledgement scheme, which allows the receiving 622

station to acknowledge successfully recovered frames of the 623

two users, as shown by the added dotted-red blocks in Fig. 9. 624

In this system design, we use delayed block acknowledgement 625

(BA) mechanism from 802.11n to delay sending the BA to the 626

transmitting users until PSR fully decodes the two colliding 627

frames. This is because one of the colliding users could finish 628

transmitting data frames while the other user has not yet 629

completed its transmission. 630

Decoding overlapped frames necessitates two different 631

designs; (i) for intra-network collision (the scenario in 632

Fig. 2 (A)) and (ii) for collisions in two co-existing networks 633

(the scenarios in Fig. 2 (B), (C1), (C2) and (D)). We note that, 634

at the physical layer, the two designs are identical. 635

1) Intra-Network Collisions: When two users are trans- 636

mitting concurrently, the receiving station of the two users 637

decodes the overlapping data frames using PSR as explained 638

in Section III-B. However, the acknowledgement mechanism 639

differs according to whether the collisions occur (i) between 640

data frames of two users or (ii) between data and control 641

frames. 642

a) Collision between data frames of two users: 643

Fig. 10 (A) depicts the operation of the AP using standard 644

802.11 and PSR receivers. The 802.11 receiver sends a BA 645

indicating indices of successfully recovered frames. On the 646

other hand, after successful recovery of the overlapping frames 647

using PSR, the AP sends two separate BAs, one for each user. 648

Each BA indicates the indices of the recovered frames of each 649

transmitter, as shown in Fig. 10 (A). 650

b) Collision of data frames with control frames: In this 651

case, exemplified by Fig. 10 (B), user 2 sends control frames 652

to the AP, which collides and hence no ACK is received. 653

Then user 2 re-sends the control frame after a random wait, 654

in the worst case and under heavy traffic from user 1, further 655

collisions may occur. In the 802.11 receiver, the affected data 656

frames of user 1 are dropped and a single BA is sent for the 657

recovered frames. In contrast, for the PSR case, overlapped 658

frames are recovered for both users and the receiver waits 659

until no transmission is detected, then an Ack is sent for the 660

control of user 2 and a BA for the data frames of user 1. 661

2) Inter-Network Collisions: In this case of inter-network 662

scenarios, the overlapped frames at the recipient station have 663

different destination addresses. Therefore, after decoding the 664

overlapped frames, the receiving station only takes the frames 665

that have its address in the destination field. Hence, sending 666

only a single BA after a complete reception. Fig. 10 (C) depicts 667

the process of sending a single BA. The advantage of using 668

PSR over standard 802.11 receivers, is the ability to recover 669

overlapped frames. This enhances the throughput and reduces 670

the retransmission rate. 671

D. System Parameters Identification and Estimation 672

1) Collision Detection and PSR Activation: We follow a 673

technique similar to Zigzag Decoding [1], where the known 674
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Fig. 10. Message sequence chart of intra- and inter-network collision scenarios. User 1 and user 2 cause collisions at the receiving station when they have
concurrent transmissions. (A) collisions of data frames of two users at the AP; (B) collisions between data and control frames at the AP; (C) collisions are
the inter-network collision scenario. The character F refers to the data frames, while the CTL refers to the control frames.

preamble is correlated with the received signal. When the675

two preambles are properly aligned, a correlation peak results.676

A single incoming frame results in a single correlation peak677

at the start of that frame. The generation of a second peak678

within the duration of the first frame indicates that a collid-679

ing/interfering frame is present, since the second peak is a680

result of correlation with the colliding frame’s preamble. This681

identifies the cause of CRC failure as a collision and hence the682

receiving station activates PSR to decode the colliding frames.683

2) γ Estimation: It is important to find the non-interfered684

part of the first symbol, expressed in the value of γ as defined685

in Section III-B.1. the value of γ determines the inter-carrier686

interference levels and hence the covariance matrix, required687

for the detection process in the inner-loop as explained in688

Section III-B.1. γ can simply be estimated (see Fig. 3) by689

finding the time delay between the starting sample, of the690

colliding user transmission using the first correlation peak and691

the second correlation peak.692

3) User ID, CFO, and CIR Estimation and Compensation:693

The received signals are distorted by the wireless multi-path694

channels and the CFO effects and contaminated with AWGN695

noise. In order to mitigate the multi-path channel and CFO696

effects, the receiving station estimates the CIR and CFO for697

each user. In 802.11 standards, such are estimated using the698

received preamble attached to each frame. This has to be699

modified for a system assuming collision. The steps a to c700

below detail the modified operation, which requires refining701

the estimates to deal with interference and collision.702

a) Colliding user ID and initial CFO and CIR esti-703

mates: For user 1, the CIR and CFO are estimated using704

its preamble signal, which is received within the collision-705

free region. Unfortunately, this can not be done for user 2,706

since its received preamble is corrupted by the collision with707

the signal of user 1. To resolve this problem, we introduce708

a new technique to define the colliding user ID, and the709

corresponding CIR and CFO. The technique, implemented710

in two stages, is based on the premise that the combination711

of CIR and CFO for each station will be unique. The first712

stage, the receiving station keeps a record of user IDs and713

associated most recent CIR and CFO of users stations in its714

vicinity, whenever user data is received with no collision. The715

second stage is to define which set of CIR and CFO is the716

correct match to the colliding user. To achieve this, our decoder 717

sequentially convolves all the saved CIR with the known 718

preamble signal and then applies CFO. After that, the decoder 719

correlates the resulting convolution values with the received 720

signal and compares the results of all correlation processes. 721

This comparison identifies the colliding station ID through its 722

most recent CFO and CIR, which are used as an initial estimate 723

to decode the signal of the colliding user. 724

b) Updating CFO and CIR information: After identifying 725

the initial CFO and CIR information as mentioned earlier, the 726

decoder uses this information to decode the colliding signal 727

until the preamble of the user 2 (the colliding signal) is fully 728

recovered. Then, the extracted/recovered preamble signal of 729

user 2 is used to get a new estimate of the CFO and CIR. 730

In general, any residual error in estimating the CFO will 731

result in a phase offset, which is estimated using the pilot 732

tones inserted in 802.11 OFDM symbols. 733

c) CFO compensation: We correct CFO for a partial 734

symbol before it is passed to the inner-loop decoder by 735

applying a frequency shift to the signal in the time domain: 736

x1p = x1pcfo
. e−j2πδfn (21) 737

where x1p and x1pcfo
are the partial symbol (with sub index 738

1) after and before compensating CFO, respectively, and 739

the exponential term represents the applied correction of the 740

frequency shift, δf , which is estimated using the preamble, 741

and n the time index from the beginning of the frame. 742

IV. IMPLEMENTATION 743

The 802.11 devices for both transmitters and receivers 744

are WARP V3 devices software defined radios (SDRs). The 745

WARP devices operate on channel 17 at 5660 MHz and use 746

TP-link antennas with 5 dBi gain. We set the sampling rate in 747

the WARP device to be 20 MHz. The WARP devices connect 748

to a Linksys SE4008 WRT 8-port gigabit Ethernet switch 749

through Ethernet cables. The network topology is shown in 750

Fig. 11. 751

A. Physical Layer 752

The SDR testbed is driven by MATLAB R2017b for 753

802.11a signal generation, following the 802.11a OFDM phys- 754

ical frame structure. A 64-point IFFT generates the symbols, 755
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Fig. 11. Indoor experimental testbed map. The testbed consists of ten nodes
that operate as user stations (STs) and two nodes that operate as access points
(APs). The nodes are distributed across two rooms for two networks in NLOS
and LOS indoor environments.

and uses 48 inputs for data, 4 for pilots and the rest are zeros.756

A preamble is attached at the beginning of each frame.757

The received overlapped signal is saved to disk to be758

processed in off-line decoding. The PSR and SIC decoders759

are written in Matlab. The decoders save the decoded bits to760

disk for performance evaluation.761

B. Link Layer to Transport Layer762

We build the network topology scenario shown in Fig. 11763

in NS-3 [29] with the 802.11n standard system specifications.764

First, we evaluate standard 802.11, in which an ACK is sent to765

the transmitter only when a frame is decoded correctly. On the766

other hand, SIC and PSR are built on top of 802.11n, and so767

act exactly as 802.11n unless there is a collision, in which768

case, the frame that could not be decoded by the 802.11n769

receiver is examined to detect if it experiences collision event770

as explained in Section III-D.1. When a collision event is771

detected, trace driven data of the decoder under evaluation772

(either SIC or PSR), which contains details of the decoding773

performance, is used by the receiver to make a decision on774

the success or otherwise of frame decoding. The use of NS-3775

in our evaluations, is to achieve almost real life collision776

environment where transmissions are not synchronised, the777

frame length is variable and the γ variable is not set.778

V. EVALUATION779

In this section, we evaluate the PSR system versus the780

802.11 and SIC systems. In Section V-A we describe the781

methodology and in Section V-B we evaluate the PSR versus782

SIC in terms of rate region. Experimental evaluation of the783

PSR system in the link layer is given in Section V-C and of the784

end-to-end throughput performance is given in Section V-D.785

A. Methodology786

We evaluate PSR with 12-nodes using our SDRs testbed.787

Physically, each node is a WARP device connected to a788

computer. The network topology, shown in Fig. 11, contains789

both non-line-of-sight (NLOS) and line-of-sight (LOS) links.790

In order to evaluate PSR with real traffic, which includes791

realistic collision environment (i.e. collisions occurrence are792

not manually set), in a network that covers up to the transport793

layer, the network testbed is implemented in two steps: (i) the794

physical frames collisions intentionally occur in a realistic RF 795

environment experimented in a two-room office, as shown in 796

Fig. 11, to capture the effect of various real channels in PSR 797

decoding capability between two colliding frames, (ii) the data 798

traffic is implemented following a realistic network topology 799

of the 12-node testbed using the experimental collision decod- 800

ing success for end-to-end evaluation. 801

1) Experimental Collision Traces: In our application, 802

we focus on decoding two 802.11 frames that have collided. 803

Two nodes simultaneously transmit data to another node to 804

intentionally cause a collision. For example, ST 1 and ST 2, 805

shown in Fig. 11, both transmit data to AP 1, and the received 806

collision data is saved to disk to be decoded. 807

For each experimental run, we vary the experiment para- 808

meters, which are the modulation formats and γ variable. 809

We experiment for BPSK and QPSK modulation formats and 810

for ten values of the fractional overlap, γ = 0, 0.1, . . . , 0.9. 811

In each experiment we send 600 physical frames from two 812

nodes and collect 600 collision traces. Every frame carries 813

12,000 bits (1,500 bytes) and the measured SNR at the 814

receivers is within the range of 13-25 dB. The wide range 815

in SNR arises from the variation in the channel environment, 816

as the two-room office was occupied by eight people. Also, 817

two of the stations, ST 4 and ST 5 as shown in Fig. 11, were 818

positioned in a storage area partitioned with glass walls. 819

2) Schemes Compared for End-to-End Evaluation: Using 820

our 12-node testbed and the trace driven simulations, we eval- 821

uate three schemes end-to-end: (i) PSR, (ii) SIC, and 822

(iii) 802.11n. We evaluate with the following metrics: 823

• Rate region comparison, which compares the rate region 824

of the two user uplink in AWGN channel using SIC and 825

PSR receivers. 826

• Frame error rate (FER), which is the percentage of 827

incorrectly decoded colliding frames to the total collided 828

frames. In this evaluation, a frame is considered success- 829

fully decoded if it passes the CRC. 830

• Throughput, this is the data throughput-per-second mea- 831

sured at the transport layer. 832

• Frame retransmission rate, this is the number of phys- 833

ical frame retransmissions-per-second measured at L2. 834

B. Rate Region Comparison 835

In this section, we compare the rate region of the two 836

users uplink AWGN channel, using SIC and PSR. Fig. 12 (A) 837

shows the rate region of both SIC and PSR systems using a 838

data rate range of 3-6 Mbps, where the first modulation and 839

coding scheme 0 (MCS0) of 802.11a systems is used in this 840

evaluation. The data rate of users is varied by changing the 841

signal power of a user, while the signal power of the other user 842

and the noise power level is kept constant. The SNR for this 843

test is equal to 2.3 dB, which is the lowest SNR that achieves 844

the optimum rate region using SIC receivers. 845

The current maximum rate region of a communication 846

system, for a two-user scenario, can be achieved using SIC 847

receivers [3]. In 802.11a systems, this is depicted by the black 848

curve in Fig. 12 (A). The maximum rate of a user in this rate 849

region is constrained by the rate of the other user who shares 850
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Fig. 12. Rate region comparisons. (A) the rate region of the two user uplink AWGN channel. (B) The data rate of user 1 and 2 using SIC and PSR. (C) Rate
performance versus different values of γ.

the same link. This is because a SIC decoder considers the851

interfering signal of a user as noise in order to decode the852

signal of the other user [3]. Interestingly, this role does not853

apply to the PSR system. This is because the PSR exploits the854

collision-free partial symbol to bootstrap the colliding frames855

in a collision, where such a partial symbol is not constrained856

by the rate of the interfering user. Therefore, the rate region857

achieved by the PSR receiver for two users is beyond that of858

the SIC receivers, as shown by the red curve in Fig. 12 (A).859

To investigate further how the PSR decoder can outperform860

the rate region achieved by the SIC decoder, we provide the861

rate performance of the two users, using SIC and PSR with862

γ = 0.5, versus the difference between their signal powers.863

This is depicted in Fig. 12 (B). As expected, using SIC864

decoder, the rate of a user decreases as the power difference865

between the two received signals decreases. On the other hand,866

the PSR decoder outperforms the SIC decoder, where the rate867

performance of a user is maintained at almost the same level868

regardless of the difference in received signals power.869

However, the performance of the PSR is not without limita-870

tion, where it depends on the duration of the partial symbols in871

time; such duration is represented by the γ ratio factor, defined872

in Section III-B.1. Fig. 12 (C), shows the rate performance of873

the two users using the PSR and the SIC decoders versus874

different values of γ measured at S1/S2 = 0 dB. The figure875

shows that the PSR performance outperforms the SIC decoder876

for most of the γ values and then converges to the SIC877

performance level at the edges of γ values.878

C. FER Measurements in Link Layer879

The FER performance evaluation for SIC and PSR is880

carried out using all permutations of two nodes transmitting881

simultaneously to another node in our testbed (this is called882

collision cases). In total our indoor testbed, shown in Fig. 11,883

provides 45 collision cases. The evaluation metrics are (i) FER884

versus the decoding window size of the outer-loop decoder,885

where the decoder is described in Section III-B.2; (ii) FER886

versus different values of γ; and (iii) the CDF of the FER for887

PSR and compared to SIC for all the collision cases.888

a) Performance evaluation of the outer-loop decoder:889

As mentioned in Section III-B.2, the PSR makes a decoding890

decision when its outer-loop decoder reaches the maximum891

decoding window. In this experiment, the decoding window892

size is set to G = 10, G defined in Section III-B.2. Fig. 13893

Fig. 13. Average FER of all collision cases versus decoding window size of
the outer-loop decoder. Maximum and minimum FER values, due to variation
of channel conditions and noise, indicated by the vertical lines. (A) using
BPSK modulation; (B) using QPSK modulation.

shows the FER performance of different stages of the outer- 894

loop decoder. Each marker point in the curve represents the 895

average FER performance of one of the 45 collision cases 896

tested, while the candle bars indicate the highest and lowest 897

FER performance for each case. Such a range of variation for 898

each case is due to differing channel effects, CFO and signal 899

to noise level. 900

Also from Fig. 13, it is clear that PSR with BPSK mod- 901

ulation is better than that of using QPSK modulation. This 902

is because having a partial symbol results in ICI exclusively 903

from the real part of the signal to the imaginary part and 904

vice versa, as well as, inter-carrier interference from the real 905

and imaginary parts to themselves. Thus, a one-dimensional 906

modulation format, such as BPSK, will be decoded with lower 907

error rate, using the inner-loop decoder compared to a two- 908

dimensional modulation, such as QPSK. 909

b) FER versus γ: Fig. 14(a) shows FER performance of 910

PSR for different collision cases versus γ values, which is 911

taken from the last stage of the outer-loop decoder, G = 10. 912

Each point in the figure represents the FER of a single 913

collision case (black points are BPSK while red are QPSK). 914

Clearly, the FER performance is almost symmetrical around 915

γ = 0.5, because the FER performance is restricted to the 916

shortest partial symbol duration of the two colliding users (see 917

Section III-B.2). 918

c) CDF of FER: The CDF of the FER performance of 919

each collision case is shown in Fig. 14(b), where each marker 920

point on the curves indicates average PSR performance over all 921

γ values. The horizontal lines attached to each point represent 922

the difference in performance of the PSR and SIC decoders. 923
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TABLE I

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY OF PSR, SIC AND 802.11A DECODING CAPABILITY OF COLLIDING FRAMES

Fig. 14. PSR FER performance. (a) FER versus γ for different collision
cases; (b) CDF of FER across all collision cases (in total 45 cases), each case
is a single marker point. The horizontal lines show the difference in FER
performance between PSR and SIC.

On average, PSR achieves 22% and 16% better (lower) FER924

than SIC, using BPSK and QPSK modulation, respectively.925

To sum up, Table I shows the decoding capability of926

colliding frames, which the ability of decoding frames with927

12,000 bits, using 802.11a, SIC and PSR receivers. From these928

results, the PSR receiver is experimentally shown to be effec-929

tive for non-line-of-sight and line-of-sight indoor environment,930

thus paving the way for practical implementation of PSR in931

wireless LAN systems.932

D. End-to-End Performance933

In this section, we use the testbed in Fig. 11 to evaluate934

the throughput and retransmission rate performance of PSR in935

intra- and inter-network collisions, described in Section III-C.936

The two scenarios are implemented in NS-3, driven by our937

experimental testbed decoding performance.938

1) Intra-Network Collisions: We use this case study sce-939

nario to evaluate the performance of PSR, SIC and 802.11n940

for intra-network collisions, such as the collisions from hidden941

terminal nodes. We use Network 1 in Fig. 11 as the exper-942

imental testbed, providing ten collision cases. Data flow of943

UDP packets using 802.11n frame structure is simulated in944

NS-3. Request-to-send/clear-to-send (RTS/CTS) is disabled.945

The network performance is evaluated using throughput and946

retransmission rate.947

a) Throughput performance at the transport layer: We948

start by comparing the throughput of each decoder. Fig. 15(a)949

shows the CDF of throughput measured for collision cases in950

Fig. 15. CDF of throughput and retransmission rate in intra-network
scenario using uplink-UDP tranmissions. The legends in figure (b) apply to
the following figures.

Fig. 16. CDF of throughput and retransmission rate in inter-network scenario
using bulk TCP transmissions.

Network 1. Compared to a baseline 802.11n decoder, PSR 951

improves average throughput by 13.6%, while the average 952

throughput improvement of the SIC decoder is 5.2%. For 953

QPSK modulation, the average throughput improvements of 954

PSR and SIC are 4.7% and 1.2% over the 802.11n baseline. 955

The throughput enhancement comes from the fact that PSR 956

attempts to decode collided frames and recovers their data. 957

b) Retransmission rate performance: Fig. 15(b) shows 958

the CDF of retransmission rates measured for each collision 959

case in Network 1. PSR and SIC reduce average BPSK 960

retransmission rate by 49.3% and 25.5% respectively. For 961
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TABLE II

SUMMARY OF PSR PERFORMANCE ENHANCEMENT IN COMPARISON TO 802.11N

QPSK modulation, those reduction change to 27.6% and 7.2%,962

compared to 802.11n.963

In terms of power consumption, the work in [30] shows964

that the impact of retransmission on power consumption is965

directly proportional. Hence, implementing PSR in the current966

802.11 systems will decrease the power consumption, occurs967

in the retransmission scenarios, in the user station by the factor968

of the retransmission reduction rate, which are 49.3% and969

27.6% for BPSK and QPSK modulation formats, respectively,970

compared to the baseline 802.11n. Furthermore, these results971

will hopefully inspire the future exploration of the adoption of972

PSR in the uplink regime of the 802.11ah IoT networks [31].973

Thus, the power consumption in the IoT devices can be974

reduced, due to the reduction in the frames retransmission,975

and hence, maximising battery and saving costs.976

2) Inter-Network Collisions: We evaluate the PSR per-977

formance in a scenario representing a topology, where two978

stations downloading data using (i) bulk TCP and (ii) video-979

on-demand data flows from the AP in their respective net-980

works, as shown in Fig. 2. Since the two data flows require981

uplink and downlink data, collisions occur when a station is982

receiving a frame while the other station, in the neighbouring983

network, is transmitting a frame to its AP.984

Under these circumstances, we evaluate the downlink per-985

formance of the two networks in Fig. 11 as the experimental986

testbed, providing 25 collision cases for each network. In every987

experimental run, a station from each network is involved,988

as well as its AP, hence, there are two links under test: the first989

link is between a Network 1 station and AP 1 while the second990

link is between a Network 2 station and AP 2. We measure991

the throughput at the transport layer of each station, as well992

as the link layer retransmission rate of AP 1 and AP 2. We plot993

the CDF of throughput and retransmission rates for both bulk994

TCP and video-on-demand using BPSK and QPSK modulation995

formats in Fig. 16 and 17.996

a) Throughput performance: According to our experi-997

mental results, the average throughput improvements in com-998

parison to 802.11n, shown in Fig. 16(a) and 17(a), are 21.27%999

and 21.26% for the downlink bulk TCP and downlink video-1000

on-demand, respectively, for BPSK modulation. The average1001

throughput enhancement using QPSK modulation are 9.7%1002

and 7.7% for the above respective topology scenarios shown1003

in the same figures.1004

The throughput enhancement, in PSR systems, is due to the1005

fact that PSR acts only on the collided frames with decoding1006

capability of 59% and 25% of the collided frames for BPSK1007

and QPSK, respectively, as mentioned in Section V-C. Thus,1008

PSR always has potential for the throughput improvement but1009

never degrades the system performance. This makes PSR an1010

attractive potential system in highly dense user environment,1011

Fig. 17. CDF of throughput and retransmission rate in inter-network scenario
using video-on-demand transmissions.

such as massive offices that has multiple 802.11 networks and 1012

suffer from inter-network collisions. 1013

b) Retransmission rate performance: The CDF 1014

of retransmission rate comparison is shown in 1015

Fig. 16(b) and 17(b). The average retransmission rate in 1016

BPSK modulation is reduced by 81% and 80.8% for 1017

the downlink bulk TCP and downlink video-on-demand, 1018

respectively. The reductions for QPSK modulation are 63% 1019

and 57% for the above respective topologies. To summarise 1020

the results of PSR system, Table II shows a summary of the 1021

performance enhancement in terms of average throughput 1022

and retransmission rate compared to the baseline 802.11n 1023

systems. 1024

VI. CONCLUSION 1025

This work presents a new receiving technique and design, 1026

termed Partial Symbol Recovery (PSR), that allows efficient 1027

operation of fully overlapping data frames in wireless com- 1028

munication systems with collision environments. The PSR 1029

technique is based on recovery of the parts of OFDM symbols, 1030

which are collision-free, followed by the reconstruction of 1031

complete symbols to recover progressively the frames of two 1032

users suffering collision. The system is evaluated in a testbed 1033

of 12-nodes using software defined radio platforms. Extensive 1034

experimental results show 10–21% throughput enhancement in 1035

802.11n systems when downlink bulk TCP, downlink video- 1036

on-demand and uplink UDP are operated in a collision-rich 1037

environment and under different scenarios. 1038
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